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Within feminist theory there is a general agreement with the point of view that liberal feminism 
is inadequate in achieving gender equality  (Mackinnon, 2010 and 1989, Eisenstein, 1981, and 
Whol 2004). On the other hand, we are also presented with the idea that liberal feminism is also 
known to be the “ .. Widely known feminist form of thought, liberal feminism is usually equated 
with the general term of "feminism." It is also the one that through its aims of equal legal, 
political and social rights for women has obtained significant legal changes in property rights, 
votes for women, political power, made discrimination illegal and paved the way for equal pay” 
(Epure, 2014:515). This quote made by Madalina Epure (ibid), argues that liberal feminism has 
been a key theory in explaining and providing women with non-discriminatory laws, as well as 
providing women with legal rights. She argues that liberal feminist theory has been the theory 
that paved the way for achieving gender equality, which opposes the first proposed notion that 
liberal feminism is inadequate to explain gender equality.  
 
In 1923, Alice Paul, who was a strong proponent of liberal feminist theory (Kyvig, 1996, 49), 
introduced the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) to be an amendment in the American 
constitution, its text reads:  
“ Equality of rights under the law shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or 
by any state on account of sex” (Kyvig, 1996:45) 
This proposed amendment represents a significant move towards achieving gender equality in 
America, which is the second prominent amendment proposal after women received full suffrage 
in 1920 (Boles, 1982). 
 
According to Louis Hartz, “The United States, from it’s founding, has been a liberal society, in 
which the liberal tradition has been one of the most powerful absolutisms in the world” (Hartz, 
1991: XI). This strong liberal tradition has continued to be central to American politics, with the 
nation’s legislation arising from “submerged and absolute liberal faith” (Hartz, 1991: XI).  
 
It is therefore expected, that liberal feminist theory would apply to the American state.  
We take a point of departure from the contesting views that liberal feminist theory is on the one 
hand inadequate in achieving gender equality, contrasted to the notion that it is the fundamental 
theory that has lead to gender equality being achieved. Our project sets out to research how these 
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contesting views have played out in the United States that is based on strong liberal values, and 
how that was seen in the ERA. Acknowledging that liberal feminist theory has been the 
fundamental school of thought from which the ERA has emerged, we take the critical approaches 
to liberal feminism into account, and therefore question the extent to which liberal feminist 
theory has been present. We decided to research the extent to which liberal feminist theory has 
been the basis for efforts towards achieving gender equality in the ERA, using critical theories 
such social, radical and black feminism to shed light on possible shortcomings by liberal feminist 
theory.  
 
Which leads us to our research question:  
 
To what extent is liberal feminism present in the American Equal Rights Amendment?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Methodology 
 
In this chapter we will introduce and give explanation to our chosen methodological framework 
and the different research methods chosen. We critically reflect upon our chosen theoretical 
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framework and the research methods applied in this project, which will serve to further validate 
the findings and conclusion. 
Regarding our methodological choice, we choose to adopt a deductive approach, to be able to 
answer our hypothesis. Having a deductive approach allows us to be more focused into the 
empirical material we are researching, we will do so through our chosen theoretical framework, 
which will act as a guide into what to look for in our empirical data. In regards to having a 
hypothesis, one should attempt to disprove it, rather than prove it (Bryman ,2012) having this in 
mind will deduce our possible biases, we therefore attempt to shed light on possible arguments 
for our analysis, to perspectivate beyond our conclusion (ibid).  
Theory	  and	  Theoretical	  Framework:	  
Regarding how we retrieved literature to our field of research we used snowballing technique 
(Bryman, 2012: 418,424), where we started off with a small sample of literature and gradually 
expanded our sample by searching their bibliographies for further literature. Our literature search 
started through RUC’s library followed by using literature search engines such as KVINFO, 
SCOPUS etc. with the keywords such as “ state”, “ gender” etc. was used with the combination 
of these and other search words. We kept in mind that all referenced articles are peer-reviewed.  
In theory on liberalism and liberal feminist theory, we looked into the main authors of this field, 
including Mackinnon (2010, 1989,1997), Eisenstein (1981), and Bryson (2003, 1999). We 
acknowledge that most of these sources are old age, however, we see this as a benefit; since they 
were written during the time when the ERA was most prominent, therefore better reflecting this 
case.   
The theory was analyzed through a descriptive analysis, we used triangulation (Bryan, 
2012:392), where more than one author is used for reference to not only rely on having one 
source, providing the theory with further validation and less bias.  
	  Theoretical	  framework:	  
Our theoretical framework was derived from liberal feminist theory and the three critical 
theories, being social, radical and black feminism. From liberal feminist theory, three main 
conditions were derived that were focal in describing what the theory was built upon and stood 
for. Since the critical theories are based on critiquing liberal feminist theory, the three conditions 
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derived from the critical theories are the focal conditions for each theory, and oppose the 
conditions of liberal feminist theory. 
When deriving the main focal condition of liberal feminist theory, they tended to overlap one 
another. However, detecting and being able to clear cut the differences and categorize them into 
different points will aid us in our analysis to be more clear and focused.  
Our theoretical framework was our point of departure in our analysis, executed through content 
analysis, looking for to what extent is liberal feminism present. Since the text we’ve read has not 
been directly linked or is discussing if these chosen conditions have been present, it therefore 
was necessary for us to read between the lines and detect them. The advantages of applying a 
content analysis is that it is easily replicable, and would serve as a foundation for further 
research. On the other hand, the disadvantages of content analysis, is we might have a certain 
interpretation or predetermined view, where other researches replicating this project would not 
necessarily reach the same conclusion.  
Empirical	  data:	  
Since we are looking into to what extent was liberal feminism present in the American ERA, 
qualitative empirical data was mostly used, to detect the conditions and their elaborations. 
However, we do realize that using quantitative data could have provided us with a deeper insight 
into the numerical voting percentage for each of the conditions, possibly altering our conclusion.  
Since the ERA was a one-sentence amendment, we analyzed other authors’ interpretation and 
implications of it, detecting to what extent was then liberal feminism present in that amendment. 
We choose our empirical data based on not only snowballing but also purposive sampling 
method (Bryman, 2012:416), where the research wasn't done on a random basis, rather in a 
strategic way, delimiting factors that might have steered us away from our chosen field of 
research. However, we acknowledge how that might have allowed us to oversee important 
factors that could alter our conclusion.  
Case	  study:	  	  
Having a case study provides us to have a “ detailed and intensive analysis of a single 
case”(Bryman, 2012:66), focusing on the ERA has allowed us to solely delve into the uniqueness 
of our case. Although we acknowledge the delimitations we have chosen, and the possibilities of 
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advancing beyond it, as mentioned earlier we consider this project as the leading step for further 
research.  
We are aware that we are only choosing one empirical case to test our hypothesis, however we 
see the ERA as the main American document that attempts to fully provide gender equality, 
where its ratification would be a solid amendment in the American constitution. We therefore see 
the ERA as being a strong case, though acknowledging that it is not enough. Acknowledging that 
the possibility of choosing other legal document can result in different conclusions, such as other 
legislations advancing gender equality. 
Delimitation	  
We have chosen not to focus specifically on the factors explaining why the ERA was lost. We 
engage with the loss of the ERA on a Meta level, to explain how this failure can be connected to 
liberal feminism, but choose not to address the practical factors in society that caused the loss of 
the ERA, since this would redirect our focus away from analyzing the presence of liberal 
feminist theory in this proposed amendment. Our project focuses more on the potential 
implications of the ERA on society.  
In the same way, this project acknowledges that contesting views of what gender equality is exist 
in America. We do not engage with these points of view, but take point of departure in the liberal 
feminist definition of this concept, as outlined in the theory chapter, in order to retain our focus 
on the research question.  
Philosophy	  of	  Social	  Science:	  
Liberal theory upholds that “nature is a fixed, certain, and ultimately knowable reality to which 
there is tangible, demonstrable truth” (Mackinnon, 1989: 46), outlining the objective ontology of 
the theory. Liberal feminism therefore views “gender as physical body” (Ibid, 46), perceiving an 
essential difference between men and women (Jones, 1996: 408) that “undergirds social 
relations” (Mackinnon, 1989: 46). Consequently, the theory has a positivist, behaviorist 
epistemology, believing that the world can be known through repeated, objective study 
(Stardom, 2003: 14).  
The critical theories used in this project have a fundamentally contrasting ontology and 
epistemology. Social, radical and black feminism take a constructivist approach to gender roles, 
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believing that the ontology of reality is reflexively created by the subjects who observe it 
(Strydom, 2003: 208). They therefore adopt a subjective epistemology, believing that the 
ontology a person observes depends on their particular point of view (Strydom, 2003: 208). 
Clarifying terms 
 
Private /Public divide:  
There is a strong “consistency with which societies have organized themselves into public realms 
considered male and private realms considered female” (Eisenstein, 1981: 22). The private 
sphere is associated with the household and home, and the public sphere is connected to broader 
society, including the political sphere determining how a society should be run, and the 
economic sphere, including all professional labor (Ibid: 22). Where men have been able to 
dominate the public sphere, women have historically been confined to the private sphere, which 
has “ served to underpin their exclusion from full citizenship” (Waylon, 1998: 13). Full 
citizenship here being understood as the public sphere and broader political and economic 
society.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Theory 
 
 
In this section, we will outline liberal theory, and how liberal feminist theory is derived from it, 
placing ourselves within liberal thought. As mentioned, there is a broad critique of liberal 
feminism, we will therefore subsequently introduce the critical theories of social, radical and 
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black feminism to shed light on where the gaps in the liberal feminist theory on how to achieve 
gender equality.  
  
Liberalism 
The liberal theory this project is derived from is most connected to neoliberalism; due to the 
theory’s focus on promoting free, competitive, markets and the belief that the anarchical system 
can be overcome through the increased interdependence that will result from free trade (Jackson, 
2012: 179-205).  
 
Liberalism is based on the principles of individualism and equality. The theory takes its point of 
departure in the individual, proclaiming that every human being is fundamentally equal. As a 
result, everybody is entitled to the same human rights, and should be given equal opportunities to 
pursue life goals (Bryson, 2003: 139). Having these equal opportunities, the theory upholds that 
a person’s position in society is mainly determined by their individual luck and hard work, 
rejecting that class structures influence people’s socioeconomic position (Bryson, 1999: 16). 
Subsequently, freedom becomes a defining principle of this theory, as John Locke defines it: the 
individual should be “free from restraint and violence from others” and free to “follow his own 
will” (Locke quoted in Titlestand, 2010: 97). Freedom therefore becomes a central goal in 
ensuring that every individual has the same rights and opportunities to pursue their own interests. 
 
Liberalism perceives the state as “the institutionalized form of social relations” which aggregates 
all social forces in society, giving equal and fair representation to all social groups, in proportion 
to how big a part of society they represent. As a result, larger groups will have a bigger voice at 
the state level. However, liberalism maintains that the state will “retain a relative autonomy” 
from society, and will therefore not be dominated by “different class interests” (Wohl, 2013: 89). 
According to this view, the state is “accepted...as the neutral arbiter among conflicting interests” 
that are aggregated at the state level (Mackinnon, 2010: 293). However, beyond its role as the 
objective mediator of social relations, liberalism is apprehensive towards the state’s involvement 
in society. According to this ideology, the state should “provide the legal framework and security 
that enables individuals to pursue their own ends” (Bryson, 2003:153), yet beyond this, the 
state’s involvement in society will result in a misallocation of resources, that will limit its 
population’s freedom of choice (Ibid: 153).  
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Liberal Feminism 
Liberal feminism takes its point of departure in liberalism’s principles. Feminists from this 
school of thought apply liberalism’s focus on individualism and equality to women - arguing that 
women as individuals are equal to men, and should therefore be given equal opportunities as men 
to pursue their own interests (Bryson, 2003: 139). 
  
Believing in the objectivity, and relative autonomy of the state which gives fair representation to 
all social groups (Wohl, p.98, 2013), liberal feminists maintain liberalism’s trust in the state, and 
the capitalist structure of society, and as a result upholds that gender equality should be achieved 
through the existing political and economic system (Eisenstein, 1981: 231). Resultantly, “liberal 
feminism accepts liberal rights theory as sufficient for creating woman’s equality with man” 
(Ibid: 231), and therefore views women as an “interest group within [the pluralist society], with 
specific problems of mobilization and representation” (MacKinnon, 2010: 293), within the 
liberal political system. Liberal feminists have an essentialist ontology of gender - believing that 
there is a fundamental difference between men and women, and that women are inherently more 
peaceful and caring than men (Jones, 1996: 408). If women therefore gain a fair representation in 
political and economic parts of society, they will naturally support policies that promote gender 
equality (Ibid, 1996:418). “ The sense that constitutional amendment could affect social change” 
is therefore deeply rooted “in feminist political consciousness” ( Kyvig, winter 1996:48). Like 
liberalism, liberal feminism is thus a problem solving theory, that strives to solve the problem of 
gender inequality through the existing system (Cox, p.128, 1981 and Eisenstein, 1981: 5).  
  
Due to its focus on individualism, liberal feminism assumes that equality for women will be 
achieved in the same way for all - by giving them access to the same opportunities and freedoms 
(MacKinnon, p.40, 1989). Liberal Feminism does therefore not believe that class or ethnicity 
influence how gender equality should be achieved (Brown, p.14 1993). 
  
Similar to liberalism, liberal feminism upholds that the state should limit its interference in 
society. Liberal feminism believes that society’s structure around the nuclear family is ideal, and 
should not be altered by the state (Bryson, 2003: 141). Women should maintain their roles as 
wives and mothers, and attain equality within this structure. Liberal feminists believe that this 
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can be achieved by allowing women to gain an education, and giving them equal opportunities to 
pursue their career. As Margaret Thatcher claimed, “with efficient organization as well as being 
a housewife it is possible to put in 8 hours of work a day” (Thatcher quoted in Bryson, 2003 
p.141). Liberal feminists uphold that the government should only in this case play a more active 
role in society, by promoting the idea that women can pursue their career goals while remaining 
within the nuclear family structure by for example subsidizing daycare for children and 
promoting quotas in the amount of women that should be employed in businesses.    
 (Bryson, 2003: 153). 
Critical Theories 
 
As described earlier in our introduction, “certain core characteristics of liberalism” (which will 
be described below) “... limit the usefulness of liberalism to a feminist agenda” (Higgins, 2004: 
1630). In this section we will therefore give a description of social, radical and black feminism in 
order to possibly fill out the gaps in liberal feminist theory.  
 
Patriarchy 
In order to explain the basis from which socialist, radical and black feminism challenge liberal 
feminism, it is necessary to give an account of patriarchy, since this provides the basis from 
which the critical theories challenge liberal feminism. However, we will not be using this as a 
theory ourselves.  
According to this theory, men have historically suppressed women because they were aware of 
the potential power women possessed, “which derives from the necessity of society to reproduce 
itself” (Eisenstein, 1981:14). Men therefore developed “political controls… to limit women’s 
alternatives in relation to motherhood and mothering” (Ibid: 17). They achieved this by equating 
women's identity with not just childbearing (a biological characteristic), but childrearing (a 
socially created characteristic). Patriarchy therefore sought “to maintain the myth that patriarchal 
motherhood [(beyond women’s biological ability to give birth to children)] is a biological reality 
rather than a politically constructed necessity” (Ibid: 15). This allowed men to justify the 
confinement of women to the private sphere, enabling them to dominate the public and political 
sphere, and thus be in charge of structuring society, which further solidified the gender division 
(Ibid: 22). 
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This gender division has persisted in the modern formation of liberal state societies (Ibid: 25). 
Whol (2014: 89) describes how the state, although it should ideally give fair representation to all 
groups in society, tends to be influenced by dominant social groups. Since men have historically 
had a more prominent role in the public sphere than women, most politicians have been male. 
Resultantly, “these state actors… reproduce masculine hegemony within the state, for example 
the bureaucracy” (Ibid: 91). As a result, the state becomes structured according to masculine 
values and norms. In the same way, “this gendered selectivity also exists within institutions and 
organizations of civil society” (Ibid: 91), since men’s engagement in the public sphere has 
similarly allowed them to become more prominent in civil society and the economy (Eisenstein: 
1981:22). As Whol (2014: 89) outlines, “interests of specific social groups are strategically 
selected by the dominant hegemonic groups and modified to their demands” (Ibid: 89) describing 
how patriarchy has presented its own interest as the interests of all social groups, specifically 
women, and thereby concealed the patriarchal values it promotes as the values of society as a 
whole. As a result, masculine oriented norms “such as competitiveness... within neoliberal state 
politics, gender regimes and capitalist production” (Ibid: 91) become the fundament of society’s 
structure (Eisenstein, 1981: 19 and MacKinnon, 2010: 294). Although norms such as 
competitiveness are not necessarily connected to masculinity (Jones, 1996: 409), the theory of 
patriarchy accepts this to be the case. 
 
It is important to note that men do not act as a unified group to impose patriarchy, and do not all 
agree with these masculine ideals (Whol, 2014: 91). Patriarchy does therefore not intend to 
criticize men, but rather the patriarchal system present prior to the formation of the modern state 
system 
 
Socialist Feminism  
Socialist feminism sees a strong connection between the patriarchal system and capitalism. As 
outlined above, “masculine hegemony implies that it is functional for the state to maintain a 
specific, masculinized political rationality, which is related to competitiveness within 
neoliberalism” (Whole, 2014: 91). This system is particularly exploitative to women (Whol, 
2014: 93), because of the gendered divisions of labor in which women are expected to engage in 
unpaid domestic work, and therefore to various degrees inhibited from taking part in the 
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capitalist system through paid employment (Bryson, 1999: 17 and Eisenstein, 1981: 223). This 
theory therefore takes its point of departure in women as a social class, claiming that this class is 
discriminated against in the capitalist system (Mackinnon, 1989: 48). Socialist feminism is 
therefore critical towards liberal feminism, claiming that by failing to focus on how women’s 
income and economic class affects their ability to gain equality to men, liberal feminism is only 
representative of upper class women in society (Bryson, 1999: 17 and Mackinnon, 1989: 47).   
 
Radical Feminism 
Radical feminism takes the patriarchal ideas from socialist feminism further, it believes that the 
subjugation of women is deeply “rooted in family life and personal relationships” (Bryson, 1999: 
25). The theory is inherently critical of liberal feminism’s assumption that women can gain 
equality within the family and through the state, since both are inherently structured to favor 
masculinity (Mackinnon, 2010: 295). Radical feminism therefore believes state is only respectful 
towards women's rights in order to silence calls from women’s movements for further gender 
equality (Eisenstein, 1981: 226).  
 
Black Feminism 
Black feminism draws attention to how women of color have “always had less access than white 
women to … channels of political influence” and are additionally “under-represented in the 
academic... circles in which much feminist theory is expressed” (Bryson, 1999: 33 and Hooks, 
89-90). This has tended to make black women invisible in the feminist movement, resulting in 
white women assuming that their calls for equality represent the experiences of all women (Ibid: 
33). Black feminism therefore shares socialist feminism’s criticism that liberal feminism tends to 
favor the interests of women from the upper class (Mackinnon, 1989: 47-48). Resultantly, black 
feminism calls for the need to take the intersectionality of women’s discrimination into account 
by recognizing how women of color face subjugation based both on their gender and on their 
race (Hooks, 2000: 89).  
 
In conclusion, the above-described theories unite in agreement that gender equality cannot be 
achieved through the state due to underlying patriarchy (Eisenstein, 1981: 231 and Bryson, 2003: 
163). Socialist, radical and black theories thus reject liberal feminism’s belief that simply getting 
a higher representation of women at the state level will lead to gender equality, “because 
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hegemonic masculine norms, interests and ways of living will not be changed if women just 
attain half of the power positions within the state and in the employment sector” (Whol, 2014: 
92). Connected to this, these critical feminist theories have a constructivist, rather than 
essentialist view of gender roles - believing that gender roles are purely social constructs, and 
that women who gain political office will not necessarily promote policies that benefit other 
women (Jones, 1996: 409).  
 
Theoretical	  Framework	  	  
This chapter will showcase important features and conditions of liberal feminist theory that will 
act as our theoretical framework for our analysis of the American ERA. We will state and 
elaborate the three conditions that constitute liberal feminist theory, as well as the three 
conditions that constitute the critical theory.  
 
The three conditions that outline the presence of liberal feminist theory are as follows: 
1) A focus on individualism, stating that men and women should receive equal opportunities and 
chances to pursue their individualistic goals (Mackinnon, 1989: 45). Since hard work and luck 
are the main determinants of your position in society, class and race do not affect how gender 
equality should be achieved (Bryson, 1999: 17).  
2) Giving women a bigger representation at state level will automatically promote more policies 
leaning towards gender equality as well as more peaceful policies (Jones, 1996: 408), thus liberal 
feminism believes that gender equality should be achieved through the state (Eisenstein, 
1981:230-232).  
3) The state should be relatively limited in interfering with the private sphere, but should engage 
in social engineering, promoting the notion that women can pursue their career goals while 
upholding the family structure, and thereby achieve gender equality within the nuclear family 
(Bryson, 2003: 141).  
 
During our analysis, the existence of one of these conditions is not enough to state that liberal 
feminist theory was present in the formation of the ERA. We believe that a combination of 
several of the above mentioned conditions need to be present in order to conclude that liberal 
feminism can explain this event.  
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The three conditions that summarize the critical theories presented above are as follows:  
1) Women being present at state level do not ensure the promotion of gender equality policies 
(Jones, 1996: 408).  
2) Women are limited in the private sphere, which stops them from participating in the public 
sphere and thus discriminates against them as a class (Eisenstein, 1981: 14-17 and Higgins, 
2004: 1630 and Bryson, 1999: 25).  
3) Class and race influences how gender equality should be achieved. Women from the upper 
class have been better represented academically and politically, therefore liberal feminist theory 
tends to represent their interests, rather than the interests of most women in society (Bryson, 
1999: 33).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Context 
 
This chapter will give an outline of the American governmental system, justifying its liberal 
basis. We subsequently outline the social and political status of women throughout the 20th 
century, in order to provide a stronger understanding of the context within which the ERA arose.  
  
America and Liberalism  
Liberal thought has played a central role in the formation of the USA. “America... was founded 
by people who fled the anciens regimes of Europe to escape various oppression” (Harts, 1991: 
X). These people came to America with the common desire to create a nation based on the 
central principles of freedom and equality. After experiencing governments that denied them 
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these values in Europe, the founders of America believed that freedom and equality could best be 
ensured through a state that, as much as possible, refrained from interfering in society (Gerber, 
1993: 208).  
 
This is reflected in the political structure of the USA, which acts to ensure freedom to the 
individual, by interfering only where necessary in society, and promoting a free market economy 
in which people can pursue their own economic interests (Frumkin: 1987). The American state 
similarly promotes equality by striving to give fair representation to all its citizens in the state, 
which connects the liberal system to democracy. Through elections, all social groups from 
society are given a voice influencing the government (Shkler, 1991: 4). This liberal tradition has 
been so central “people everywhere still depend on America for the assertion of what is best in 
the liberal tradition - the protection and development of the concept of personality against the 
power of the state.” (Hartz, 1991: XII-XIII).  
This strong liberal tradition allows us to more effectively apply liberal feminist theory to 
America, since the social and political history of the country acts according to principles similar 
to liberal feminism.  
 
 
The ERA and Gender Equality in America  
The question of gender equality has been present in America since the first Women’s Rights 
Convention was held in 1848. Throughout the 1870’s, this topic became increasingly political as 
women’s movements including the National Women Suffrage Association and American 
Woman Suffrage Association began raising the issue of women’s right to vote. As mentioned in 
our introduction, women were granted full suffrage through the 19th amendment to the US 
constitution (Boles, 1982: 6). Subsequently, women began working to gain full legal rights. 
Alice Paul, founder of the National Women’s Party (NWP), introduced the ERA in 1923 
(Freeman, 1988: 145), as the proposed 27th constitutional amendment (Myricks, 1997: 321). 
Frustrated that the government was not doing enough to promote gender equality, the National 
Organization for Women (NOW) formed, strongly pressuring the state to adopt the ERA 
(Hartman, 2012: 204). Eventually, in 1972, this amendment was approved by congress, followed 
by which 28 states quickly moved to ratify the ERA. However, during the 7 years remaining for 
the act to be passed in 1979, only 13 more states moved to ratify the amendment. Exceptionally, 
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a 3-year extension was granted to give the remaining states time to accept the amendment, 
however, as the deadline passed in 1982, the proposed amendment was still 3 states short of the 
38 states that needed to ratify the ERA in order for it to be accepted as a constitutional 
amendment (Bolce, 1987:552).  The failure to pass this proposed amendment was surprising, 
since “virtually all commentators on the ERA have noted widespread public support for this 
amendment” (Ibid: 552). Between October 1974 and August 1982, “popular support for the ERA 
never dipped below 56%, nor did opposition rise above 34%” (Ibid: 552). However, since the 
beginning of the fight for gender equality in America, there have been strong internal disputes 
between the women’s movements about how this should be achieved. Organizations such as the 
Women’s Trade Union League and the League of Women’s’ Voters, as well as religious 
women’s movements have disagreed with the NOW and NWP, and opposed these organization’s 
efforts at achieving gender equality through the state, claiming that this would lead to the 
breakdown of women’s traditional roles in their families (Freeman, 1988: 146).  
The failure of the ERA has been much studied, and is attributed to factors including the historical 
and contemporary political and socio-economic environment of non-ratifying states - making 
them disposed to favor less innovative, more traditional legislation (Boles: 1982). More recently, 
it has been concluded that factors including how big and well-organized women’s movements 
against the ERA are, and the political allies these organizations had (Soule: 2004) as well as how 
politically engaged opponents were (Bolce, 1987: 564), have been significant in explaining the 
failure of the amendment to pass.  
 
Since its failure in 1982, there has continued to be strong movements for, and debates about, the 
ERA. The proposed amendment has been reintroduced to every session of congress. This has 
most recently been by the member of the House of Representatives, Carolyn B. Maloney in 
2013. There is currently a strong movement to remove the deadline for ratifying the ERA, in 
order to make it more probable that the legislation will pass, however, to date, the Equal Rights 
Amendment has still not been accepted as an amendment to the American constitution (Kedzior, 
2009).  
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A Liberal Feminist Interpretation of the ERA 
 
In this section we will analyze the presence of the three conditions of the feminist liberal theory 
in the American ERA, structured according to each point in the liberal feminist theoretical 
framework. Based on the wording of the ERA, we will focus on the implications this has for 
society. 
 
Condition one:  
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Central to liberal feminist theory is its focus on equality, believing that the individual men and 
women should be given equal opportunities from the state to pursue their individual goals. 
Achieving complete equality before the law between men and women is the most fundamental 
goal of the ERA, reflecting how this amendment is strongly connected to liberal feminist ideas. 
This is evident in the wording of the ERA: “ Equality of rights under the law shall not be denied 
or abridged by the united states or by any state on account of sex” ( Kyiv, 1996:45). The main 
implication of this proposed amendment is that a person's gender shall no longer be the basis for 
legal decisions, which implies that the state should ensure complete equality between men and 
women. As discussed further below, the ERA will have significant impacts on society’s structure 
around the nuclear family. By ensuring legal equality, gender will no longer become the basis for 
determining issues including which spouse should pay alimony and child custody, who should 
receive child custody and own property, as well as determining the rights of consortium and 
divorce (Myricks, 1977). As a result, “when judges choose to ignore the mandate of the ERA and 
permit sex bias to influence their decisions” they will be “[removed] from the bench” (Ibid: 322). 
Ensuring gender equality enforces liberal feminism’s focus on individualism, by giving 
individual men and women the freedom to choose how they want to structure their families and 
life goals. In this way, the liberal feminist theory’s the first condition in our theoretical 
framework focusing on individualism and equality, is arguably present in the ERA.  
 
As a result of the ERA’s focus on ensuring equality and individual freedoms to all, the 
amendment is strongly supported by black women. Being the “lowest and most socially 
vulnerable social group in the United States” (Murray, 1997 36), “negro women as a group have 
the most to gain from the adoption of the Equal Rights Amendment” (Ibid: 35). The ERA would 
therefore “have certain advantages for black women not realizable by other means” (Ibid: 40). It 
“would permit them to enjoy a constitutional status not accorded them under the Civil War 
amendments” (Ibid: 40), be a strong psychological gain for these women, and remove the 
“formidable barriers to economic advancement” (Ibid: 37) that have previously existed for this 
social group. As a result, “blacks strongly supported the amendment throughout the entire period, 
with opposition never rising above 11%” (Bolce, 1987: 559). This therefore reveals the extent to 
which the ERA will be able to create much more equality in society, strengthening the liberal 
feminist basis of this amendment. This is furthermore strengthened as liberal feminism upholds 
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that class and race should not have an impact on how gender equality is achieved. Since the ERA 
will ensure equality for all women in America's society, independent of their class and race, the 
first condition in our theoretical framework is arguably present in this amendment.  
 
Condition two:  
Women, who are represented at state level, will tend to vote and promote more gender equal 
policies. Believing that women would naturally stand and lobby for gender equal policies, one 
would assume that having the ERA as an amendment requesting gender equality for all despite 
sex, that all women at state level would automatically promote it. However that wasn't the case, “ 
Vocal and influential opposition to the amendment arose, much of it expressed by women” 
(Kyvig, 1996: 45). Frances Perkins, who was the first female member of cabinet, testified that 
the ERA would have negative effects on women's physical well being, giving them “.. The 
freedom to ruin their health in places unsuitable for their physical structure”(The Equal Rights 
Amendment, 1945: 111). Seeing women as focal and responsible subjects in the continuation of 
the race, and seeing the ERA as a policy that won't protect women from being able to “ fulfill 
their functions of womanhood” (“The Equal Rights Amendment”, 1945: 112), Frances Perkins 
opposed the ERA, viewing women to not be able to be equal to men in terms of freedom of 
choosing their individualistic goals. At state level there were a 12% percentage of women 
legislators who opposed the ERA, despite this being a low percentage, for women legislators to 
oppose an amendment understood to advance women’s legal rights is, in comparative 
perspective, significant (Lillie, 1982: 35). As Lilie et al. explain, “The socialization process for 
[women legislators] emphasizes the “politician” role rather than the role of “defender of 
women’s issues” (Ibid: 35). In their attempts to promote their individual careers, female 
politicians will resultantly “ [accept] such norms as bargaining and compromise” and refrain 
from promoting women’s interests in order to increase their respect among their male colleagues 
(Ibid: 36). It is important to highlight that there are examples of female legislators working to 
promote gender equality and the ERA. Martha Griffiths, who was elected to the House of 
Representatives in 1954, worked strongly to promote this amendment. Therefore we 
acknowledge that there were women who voted for the ERA at state level, however, this still 
disproves the notion that women would by default vote for or promote gender equal policies.   
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Reflecting of the trajectory the ERA, it was not ratified at state level, thus liberal feminist 
theory’s belief that gender equality can be achieved through the state has not been present in the 
case of the ERA. A central reason for this is the strength of women’s movements against the 
proposed amendment. Activists such as Florence Kelly, and the National Consumer’s League, 
Women’s Trade Union League and the League of Women’s Voters she led strongly opposed the 
amendment, fearing that it would lead women to break away from their traditional family roles 
(Freedman, 1988: 145). Opponents such as these, “in addition to being better informed and more 
intense, were in general more active politically than were supporters” (Bolce, 1987: 564). These 
opponents were more likely to have elite, political allies, which would  “ amplify the effect that 
movements have on policy outcomes”(Soule and Olzak, 2004: 490).  Resultantly, because of the 
aforementioned point that women will not necessarily vote for policies that promote gender 
equality, the ERA presents a case in which gender equality cannot be achieved through the state 
because of the significant disagreement that existed in society about how this should be 
achieved, and what gender equality meant. Consequently, due to the wide reaching implications 
of the ERA, and the very central effect this constitutional amendment would have on gender 
equality as compared to other legislation, it is significant that the ERA could not be passed 
through the state. This therefore represents a case in which the liberal feminist idea that gender 
equality can be achieved through the state is not present.  
 
Condition Three 
Central for the presence of liberal feminism is the belief that the state should, as much as 
possible, refrain from interfering in society. In some regards, the ERA raised significant 
“concern about governmental interference” (Deutchman, 1982: 53) in society. This is 
particularly present in relation to abortion, as an implication of the ERA is that the government 
would have to “fund medically necessary abortions if they were funding all medically necessary 
services for men” (Freeman, 1988: 149). Previous legislation “prohibiting funds for the abortions 
of poor women would be endangered if the ERA were ratified because the courts would find 
them a sex-based denial of equal protection” (Ibid, 149). The state would thus be engaging 
further in society by giving financial support for the abortions, and promoting the idea that 
abortions are morally acceptable. Resultantly, liberal feminist theory’s belief in a limited state is 
not present in this case. However, in some regards, the ERA did cause the state to disengage 
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from society. In relation to determining whether the husband or wife would be responsible for 
paying alimony and child support, the ERA would limit the state from engaging with society to 
promote the idea that women should receive the aforementioned support (Myricks: 1977). This 
would decrease the government's role in deciding this issue, as the individual incomes and 
circumstances of the citizens would become the main determinants of how these payments were 
distributed. Thus, with cases for and against the state’s involvement in society as a consequence 
of the ERA, it is ambiguous whether liberal feminist theory can in this case be detected in this 
amendment.  
 
The one issue in which liberal feminist theory states that the government should be involved in 
society is in relation to promoting and working to realize the idea that women should retain their 
roles in the nuclear family, and pursue their education and careers from within this structure. In a 
number of ways, the ERA opposes this traditional view of society. As evident in its implications 
on child custody, the ERA would prohibit “the doctrine of tender years which presumes that 
children of a young age should be committed to the care of their mother” and the “marked 
tendency to favor the mother in custody suits” (Murices, 1977: 322). Resultantly, this 
amendment breaks down the idea that mothers have a greater responsibility than fathers in 
relation to looking after children. In the same way, “states which require a woman to perform 
household duties for her husband even if she is employed outside the home” (Ibid: 323) would 
have to end this legislation under the ERA. In this way, the ERA opposes the notion that women 
should retain traditional roles and duties within the family.  
 
Moreover, the ERA makes it easy for women to break free from the family structure. In relation 
to property, as a result of the ERA, “it is likely where legal presumptions fail to consider the 
nonmonetary contributions of women to the home and make men the owner of the personal 
property… such presumptions will be held illegal. Title to such property will...be held jointly” 
(Myricks, 1997: 323). Thus, by giving women equal right to property, they will have a stronger 
economic base which will make it financially more possible for them to leave the family 
structure, should they so desire. Adding to this, the ERA increases women’s ability to get a 
divorce, giving them the same rights as men to request an annulment of their marriage (Ibid, 
323).  
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Finally, the ERA makes all laws restricting women’s employment unconstitutional. Previously 
existing laws, which “limited the hours women could work each day and each week, prohibited 
night work for women, and removed women from some occupations altogether” (Freeman, 1988: 
145-146) would have to be dissolved. Legislation such as this had been fought for by 
traditionalist women’s movements with the aim of protecting women from exploitation in the 
workforce, helping them to retain their roles as wives and mothers while pursuing their careers 
(Ibid: 146). Resultantly, by ending all legislation that worked to promote the idea that women 
should remain within the family structure while engaging in the workforce, the ERA works 
against liberal feminism’s belief in achieving gender equality through the nuclear family, 
therefore the third condition in our theoretical framework is arguably not present.  
 
We conclude this chapter having analyzed the three liberal feminist conditions presence in the 
ERA, and will move forward to analyzing the gaps we discovered where liberal feminism was 
not present in the ERA. Furthermore, in case of it being present, we counter argue the presence 
of liberal feminist theory.  
 
 
 
 
Shedding Light on Liberal Feminist Theory  
 
Condition One:  
 
As outlined in the analysis, the first condition of the theoretical framework, that liberal feminism 
promotes equality for all individuals independent of their class and race, was argued to be 
present in the ERA. However, it will here be challenged that the ERA does not necessarily 
promote greater equality in society, particularly among people from lower classes and non-white 
racial backgrounds, and is therefore not necessarily representative of liberal feminist beliefs. 
Achieving equality will here be addressed both as compared to men but also as compared to 
other American women. As socialist and black feminism outline, the emphasis of the ERA on 
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ensuring equal rights for all women in the eyes of the state tends to favor the interests of white, 
upper-class women since these women have had more access to voice their opinions politically 
and academically (MacKinnon, 1989:47 and Bole, 1987). Achieving equal rights to engage in the 
workforce is not necessarily what women from lower social classes and non-white racial 
backgrounds need the most in order to gain gender equality (Bryson, 2003: 227). According to 
Sylvia Hewlett, “the [ERA] amendment was irrelevant to the real needs of American women… 
the important issue is not equal rights but social benefits” (Hewlett, quoted in Freedman, 1988: 
150). By providing equal rights to all, the ERA will give the women that have the ability to 
pursue a career the right and ability to do so. This is mainly the case for women from higher 
classes that have had the opportunity to get a good education, and are not discriminated against 
based on their race (Ibid: 60). However, “the ability of a minority of women to achieve 
successful careers is dependent upon an army of badly paid nursery nurses, cleaners, and child-
minders” (Ibid: 61). This firstly outlines the significant challenge posed for achieving any form 
of equality within the capitalist system (Lynn, 2014). As a result, by “failing to address the way 
in which … women are oppressed by racism [and] poverty”, the ERA is doing nothing to address 
the intersectional discrimination black and lower class women face - based both on their gender 
as well as their class and/or race (Bryson, 1999: 32-33 and Bryson, 2003: 227). As described 
above, these women are more in need of social benefits helping them to receive an education or 
pay for child care in order to be able to engage in professional work on an equal standing to men 
than simply the right to pursue their careers and claim equality (Freedman, 1988: 150). By taking 
point of departure from individualism, and the belief that the individual woman can pursue her 
career on an equal standing to all other women, the ERA is not doing anything to address class 
and racially based inequalities that limit certain women from taking part in the workforce on an 
equal standing to men (Bryson, 1999: 60-61) and the proposed amendment is therefore not 
helping women from lower classes achieve equality to men or to women from higher social 
classes. Consequently, “the ERA will therefore [fail] to ameliorate class and racial inequality” 
(Lynn, 2014: 706).   
 
In addition to this, it can be argued that the ERA is to a small extent contributing to maintaining 
this class and racial inequality. By failing to recognize that “gender and race equality” would not 
be achieved “within the exploitative conditions of capitalism”(Lynn, 2014: 707), but rather 
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working within, and thus lending legitimacy to this system, the ERA is adding to the racial and 
class-based inequality (Ibid). “To oppose women as a class against men as a class can only result 
in a diversion of the real class struggle” (MacKinnon, 1989: 49), a tendency which is arguably 
present in the ERA, as its focus on promoting gender equality redirects the public's focus away 
from working to ameliorate the socio economic inequalities caused by capitalism (Lynn, 2014: 
707 and MacKinnon, 1989: 48). Similarly, it might serve to silence further calls from women of 
lower social groups for true equality, by making it appear that women from all classes and racial 
backgrounds now have equality (Bryson, 1999: 60). Consequently, it can be argued that by 
ignoring the influence women’s class and racial background has on helping them achieve 
equality, the ERA is slightly adding to, rather than working to end, this social inequality (Lynn, 
2014). From a black and socialist perspective, the first point in our liberal feminist theoretical 
framework is therefore not present in the ERA.  
 
Condition Two:  
As mentioned earlier in our analysis chapter, women at state level did not by default vote for or 
promote the ERA; hence we concluded that the second condition in our liberal feminist 
theoretical framework was not present. However, critical feminist theories can be used to explain 
this, and are therefore arguably more present in the ERA. With constructivist ontology of gender 
(Jones, 1996: 408), these theories believe that “the condition of the sexes, and the relevant 
definition of women as a group are conceived as social down to the somatic level” (Mackinnon, 
1989: 46). Therefore, there is no inherent difference between genders, and women can thus not 
be expected to act in a consistent manner. Instead, their roles are more dependent on their 
specific environments (Jones, 1996: 408). Lilie et. al. (1982: 35-36) describe how, when voting 
for or against the ERA, the competitive, bureaucratic environment encouraged women legislators 
to take on a “politician's role rather than the role of defender of women's issues” (Ibid: 35). 
Socialist and radical feminist theory’s focus on patriarchy further explain this, since female 
politicians would have to adapt to the patriarchal structure of the state, by taking on these male-
oriented norms, in order to get ahead (Whol, 2014: 91 and Eisenstein, 1981: 222-223). In order 
to better compete, these women would therefore be reluctant to promote gender equality policies 
such as the ERA, which would be perceived as threatening to their male colleagues and the 
patriarchal system (Mackinnon, 1997: 764 and Lilie, 1982: 35-36). By better explaining female 
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legislators voting behavior in relation to the ERA, the second condition of our critical theoretical 
framework is arguably more present in this proposed amendment.  
 
In the same way, these critical theories, especially radical feminism, can be detected in the ERA, 
since it explains the inability of this amendment to achieve gender equality through the state. 
Catherine MacKinnon (1997: 746) outlines how the ERA already represented a major 
compromise in achieving true gender equality. As described further in relation to the third point 
further below, the ERA does not make efforts to address the gender inequality that exists in the 
private sphere, which is a significant limitation in achieving true gender equality. Radical 
feminism’s focus on patriarchy provides an understanding of this, as the masculine-oriented 
fundament of this system is inherently interested in maintaining itself (Eisenstein, 1981: 223). As 
outlined in the description of patriarchy, a central way in which it achieves this is by maintaining 
the inequality in the private sphere that stops women from engaging in the public sphere (Ibid: 
14-16). Therefore, if the ERA had focused on achieving equality in the private sphere, it would 
have been too threatening to the patriarchal state, and would therefore have lost all chances of 
being ratified (MacKinnon, 1997: 746).  
 
However, because the ERA had refrained from focusing on the private sphere, it was opposed by 
many women’s movements. On opposing sides of the spectrum, conservative movements 
desiring a state that engaged with the private sphere to keep women in their traditional roles 
(Kyiv, winter 1996:49), as well as radical movements calling for the state to create legislation 
that actively counteracted women’s subjugation in the private sphere (Bryson, 1999: 25-26), 
worked against the ERA. As both Soule and Olzak (2004) and Bolce (1987) have shown, it was 
the strength and passion of these anti-ERA organizations, amplified by their political allies, that 
were the most influential in causing the remaining 3 states not to ratify the amendment.  
 
Furthermore, patriarchy explains why even this compromised movement for gender equality 
could not be achieved at the state level. As MacKinnon (1997: 763) argues, “male legislators… 
had a real stake in sex-discrimination - an economic, social, psychological, institutional, and 
sexual stake” which “influenced [them] to oppose the ERA”. Due to their historically greater 
presence in, and hence control of, the state (Eisenstein, 1981: 14-16 and 223), the ultimate “fate 
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of the ERA rests in the hands of male… legislators” (Lilie, 1982: 35). This elaborates the above 
point, since the reason women’s movements against the ERA had strong political allies, and were 
able to influence their states to vote against the proposed amendment, was “that STOP ERA had 
all the power of male supremacy as wind in its back” (MacKinnon, 1997: 762). Consequently, 
this limited effort at achieving gender equality posed a threat to the patriarchal system, since “no 
amount of PR could keep the ERA from communicating to those with power that under the ERA, 
yes, women would matter” (Ibid: 764). Moreover, this amendment could spark further efforts to 
achieve gender equality, which had been the case during the suffrage movement, which had lead 
directly to the introduction of the ERA (Freedman, 1988: 145 and Boles, 1982: 6-7). Perceiving 
that history could repeat itself, the masculine-oriented state was threatened by, and hence 
opposed, the ERA (MacKinnon, 1997: 763-764). The radical feminist belief that gender equality 
cannot be achieved through the patriarchal state is therefore present in the failure of the ERA.  
 
Condition Three 
In relation to the first point of the liberal feminist theoretical framework, maintaining that the 
state should be limited in engaging with society, we do not perceive the need to analyze it 
further, since the above analysis of it already presents a case for and against the presence of this 
condition in the ERA. Critical theory is therefore not needed to shed light on it in either 
direction.  
 
Furthermore, as argued in the analysis, the ERA does not promote the idea that women should 
remain within the family structure. However, this section will take the implications of the ERA 
further, and argue from a radical feminist perspective that this amendment does work to uphold 
the traditional roles of women. Therefore, on a more practical level, the third condition of the 
liberal feminist theoretical framework, that women should pursue their careers from within the 
family structure, is arguably present in the ERA. Tracey E. Higgins (2004) outlines the socialist 
and radical feminist idea that women will never receive equality in the public sphere as long as 
men dominate the private sphere. “Cultural norms. And moral norms… define and limit the 
possibilities for human identity” (Higgins, 2004: 1633). These social, patriarchal, norms have 
upheld the idea that women should remain at home and care for their family, and limited women 
from entering the public sphere. Consequently, the “ERA will not have the slightest effect upon” 
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the “discriminations that are based upon custom and tradition and not upon laws” (“The Equal 
Rights Amendment”, 1945: 112). Because these “traditional beliefs that women were best suited 
to domestic responsibilities had not died” (Kyvig, 1996:51), and still significantly dominated 
society, the efforts the ERA takes to give women the full legal right to engage in the workforce 
and create the family system they desire are not likely to have an effect on unequal gender 
structures in society, because they do not take into account how women are limited from 
achieving these things because of the cultural and moral expectations put on them as a result of 
patriarchy, in the private sphere (Eisenstein, 1981: 14-16 and MacKinnon, 2010: 294- 295). 
When “one group [men] is socially granted the positive freedom to do whatever it wants to 
another group [women], to determine that the second group will be and do this rather than that, 
no amount of negative freedom legally guaranteed to the second group will make it equal to the 
first” (MacKinnon, 2010: 295). Therefore, by failing to realize that “the personal is political” 
(Bryson, 1988: 27), and thus allowing the gender inequality to persist in the social, private 
sphere, the ERA will have little impact on encouraging women to choose their own family 
structures or compete in the professional world. Therefore, since no matter how much women are 
given the legal right to work, “no amendment can make an employer hire a woman for a job if he 
wants a man. Neither will it bring to a woman lawyer a single client who is convinced that only a 
male attorney is competent” (“The Equal Rights Amendment”, 1945: 112). Consequently, 
because the most fundamental elements maintaining women in their roles as mothers and wives, 
and limiting them from engaging in the workforce on equal standing to men, are still present, it is 
not likely that the ERA will have a significant effect in encouraging women to break with these 
structures.  
 
However, because the ERA doesn’t take the private sphere into account when giving women 
equal rights to work in the public sphere, it does not recognize that the gendered division of roles 
in the private sphere gives women an inherent disadvantage in the workforce (Bryson, 1988: 17 
& 25). Because mainly women are expected to be responsible for maintaining the household and 
looking after children, a significant time constraint is placed on them, which restricts the time 
and energy they are able to dedicate to professional work. In the same way, taking maternity 
leave restricts mothers from pursuing their careers (Eisenstein, 1981: 223). Legislation that gives 
women equal rights to work as men without taking these particular qualities and needs of women 
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into account will make it harder for women to compete on an equal standing to men in the 
professional world (MacKinnon, 2010: 294). Consequently, by ignoring the circumstances of 
women in the private sphere, the ERA is maintaining the inherent advantage men have over 
women in the workforce (“The Equal Rights Amendment”, 1945: 112). With a decreased ability 
to earn the same wages as men, women are more likely to become economically dependent on 
their husbands, which serve to maintain them within the family structure (Bryson, 1988: 25). In 
this way, the ERA is arguably upholding the idea that women should remain in their traditional 
roles, and pursue more limited careers from within the nuclear family. In a sense, the protective 
labor laws outlined in the previous section that place limits on the amount of hours and types of 
occupations women can engage in, do more to recognize the inherent gender equality that exists 
within the private sphere, and the specific needs this results in for women (Freedman, 1988:145-
146). However, neither these laws, nor the ERA do anything to address, and restructure the 
gender inequality in the private sphere, hence both are maintaining women within the nuclear 
family structure. As a result, taking a more practical interpretation of the ERA, it can be argued 
that liberal feminist theory is in fact present in this amendment.  
 
This point can be further supported as the ERA is working through the state. As argued 
previously, the state can be perceived as structured according to patriarchal values, which strive 
to uphold the confinement of women to the private sphere (Eisenstein, 1981: 14-16 and 222 - 
223 and MacKinnon, 1997: 763). The ERA is therefore supporting, and giving legitimacy to the 
state, by creating the idea that the government is capable of promoting gender equality. As a 
result, the presence of patriarchy at the state level is mystified, as the state appears to favor both 
sexes equally (Eisenstein, 1981: 231). This serves to silence women’s movements, as their 
opponents can argue that they already have achieved equality, and therefore have a strong basis 
from which to prevent women from raising further demands for gender equality (Ibid: 223). This 
will consequently limit women in further demands for achieving equality in the private sphere, 
and therefore maintain them within the family structure. As a result, although the ERA will on a 
theoretical level work against the notion that women should retain their traditional roles in the 
family, a practical interpretation of this proposed amendment suggests that the ERA will in fact 
serve to maintain women in this structure, by failing to recognize the unequal gender relations in 
the private sphere which lead to women’s unequal opportunities in the economic sphere (Bryson 
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1988: 16-17), and giving legitimacy to a state which will further restrict women from achieving 
true equality in the private sphere (Eisenstein, 1981: 230 - 231). Consequently, it appears that on 
a practical level, the third point in our theoretical framework, outlining the liberal feminist belief 
that women should remain within the family structure, is present in the ERA.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
In this chapter we will conclude our findings of this project, and thereby answer our research 
question. Starting off by taking a theoretical perspective, it is clear that the ERA has indeed been 
created and stems from strong liberal feminist ideas, such as equality and the freedom to choose 
and pursue individual goals. As our analysis of the first condition of the theoretical framework 
reveals, it initially appears that the ERA is significant in ensuring equality for American women 
and men. Similarly, in its efforts to engage with, and work to improve legislation in the 
American liberal state, the ERA appears to be following the liberal feminist belief that gender 
equality should be pursued through the state. Moreover, as mentioned in the analysis, by to an 
extent limiting the state from engaging in society, the liberal feminist notion that the government 
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should not interfere in society is partially upheld in the ERA. Finally, after using critical theory 
to shed light on the liberal feminist idea that women should remain within the family structure, it 
is argued that this condition is present in the ERA, and the amendment does maintain women in 
their traditional family roles. In this way, it is evident that central liberal feminist beliefs have 
been present in the fundament of the ERA.  
 
However, taking deeper analysis of the practical aspect of liberal feminist theory being present in 
the ERA, it becomes evident that liberal feminism has not been fully capable of explaining the 
ERA. Socialist, radical and black feminism have been more adequate to shed light in the gap we 
discovered. These theories explain the main limitation in liberal feminist theory in dismissing the 
notion of patriarchy, since because of the presence of patriarchy; full gender equality cannot be 
achieved through the state. Therefore the liberal feminist belief that the best way to pursue 
gender equality is through the state, is not present in the ERA. Critical feminist theories give 
stronger accounts of how to achieve gender equality through the state, by calling for laws that 
recognize and act to ameliorate the inherent inequality that exists in the private sphere. Because 
these critical theories acknowledge the gender inequality in the private sphere, black, socialist, 
and radical feminism explain why the ERA was not able to achieve the gender equality it sought 
to promote, because it focused solely on the public sphere. This therefore explains why the 
liberal feminist beliefs in promoting equality for all through the state were not present in the 
practical implications of the ERA, because neither the ERA nor liberal feminist theory 
recognized the patriarchal domination of women in the private sphere.  
 
Furthermore, as a result of liberal feminist theory’s inadequacy to recognize class and race as 
influential for the trajectory of achieving gender equality, this theory’s emphasis on ensuring 
equality for all is not present in the ERA. Because the ERA does not address the intersectional 
discrimination that women from lower classes and/or non-white backgrounds experience, the 
proposed amendment is not able to ensure gender equality for these social groups, which is 
central to liberal feminist theory. By recognizing the influence of class and race in achieving 
gender equality, black and socialist feminism are more capable of explaining why the ERA did 
not have the potential to ensure equality for these groups. In conclusion, although the ERA 
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originates from liberal feminist thought, this theory is not present in the practical implications of 
the American Equal Rights Amendment.  
 
Perspectivation: 
On the trajectory to achieving gender equality, taking our conclusion into consideration, we can 
question the applicability of liberal feminist theory in this pursuit.  
In the pursuit of achieving gender equality in future legislation both in America and on the global 
scale, one must consider the patriarchal underpinnings of the state and the consequences it has on 
the ratification of these legislations. Since ”not even a legal guarantee of sex equality will 
produce social equality” (Mackinnon, 2010: 295), if gender equality legislation is passed through 
the state, the legislations must take the inherent discrimination in the private sphere, along with 
the effect class and race have on achieving gender equality, into account.  
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